
Sartre's One-Act Plays: Exploring
Existentialism through Theatrical Vignettes
Jean-Paul Sartre, the renowned French philosopher and playwright, left an
indelible mark on the world of theater with his thought-provoking plays.
Among his most significant works are his one-act plays, which delve into
the depths of existentialism and its profound implications for human
existence. This article aims to explore these theatrical gems, examining
their key themes, impact on modern drama, and relevance to Sartre's
philosophical ideas.

Sartre (one-act play): At the start of Jean-Paul's life, his
father "abandoned" him. Jean-Paul felt the "big empty"
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The Existentialist Canvas

Sartre's one-act plays are characterized by their existentialist
underpinnings. Existentialism, a philosophical school of thought,
emphasizes individual freedom, responsibility, and the meaninglessness of
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existence. Sartre's characters grappling with fundamental questions of
identity, purpose, and morality, often finding themselves trapped in
situations that highlight their choices and consequences.

The plays' settings are often confined and claustrophobic, reflecting the
existentialist notion of being "thrown into" the world. Characters are forced
to confront their own mortality and the inevitability of death, leading to
moments of profound introspection and anguish.

Key Themes

Identity and Authenticity: Sartre's plays explore the struggle for
authenticity in a meaningless world. Characters grapple with the tension
between their perceived selves and the expectations of others, striving to
define their own existence amidst a suffocating social order.

Freedom and Responsibility: Existentialism places great emphasis on
individual freedom and responsibility. Sartre's characters confront the
consequences of their actions, realizing that their choices shape their
destinies and leave an enduring mark on the world.

The Absurdity of Existence: Life, according to existentialism, is inherently
absurd and devoid of inherent meaning. Sartre's plays highlight the
absurdity of human existence, especially in the face of death and the
randomness of the universe.

Signature One-Act Plays

Sartre penned several notable one-act plays, each showcasing the
existentialist themes discussed above:



Huis Clos (No Exit): Three characters, a woman, a lesbian, and a
murderer, are trapped in a hellish room with no exit. They are forced to
confront their past actions and the consequences of their choices.

The Flies: This play retells the myth of Orestes and Electra, exploring
themes of guilt, revenge, and the limits of freedom. Orestes, after
killing his mother, is haunted by flies that represent his guilt and the
weight of his actions.

Dirty Hands: A political thriller that delves into the moral complexities
of revolution. A young idealist must choose between his principles and
the necessity of using violence to achieve his goals.

The Respectful Prostitute: This play examines the intersection of
race, gender, and social injustice. A black prostitute is accused of
murdering a white man, highlighting the societal prejudices and the
struggle for human dignity.

Impact on Modern Drama

Sartre's one-act plays had a profound impact on modern drama,
introducing existentialist ideas and techniques that continue to influence
playwrights and theater companies today:

Intense Psychological Realism: Sartre's characters are complex and
deeply flawed, their inner struggles and motivations meticulously
dissected. This heightened realism has influenced subsequent
playwrights to delve more deeply into the human psyche.

Philosophical Depth: The philosophical underpinnings of Sartre's
plays have enriched theatrical discourse, inspiring playwrights to
explore complex ideas and engage with philosophical themes.



Theatrical Symbolism: Sartre's use of symbolism and evocative
imagery creates a surreal and dreamlike atmosphere that enhances
the existentialist themes of his plays.

Sartre's one-act plays are literary and theatrical masterpieces that capture
the essence of existentialism and its implications for human existence.
Through intricate characters, haunting narratives, and thought-provoking
themes, these plays have left an enduring legacy in the world of theater.
Their ability to provoke questions, challenge perspectives, and illuminate
the human condition continues to resonate with audiences today, solidifying
their place as essential works in the study of drama and philosophy.
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